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l. Introduction 
A number of writers have recently shown that the theory of collective 
compactness is important in the study of approximate solution of linear 
operator equations [1-10]; some first steps have been taken toward 
extending these results to nonlinear operators via the natural linearization 
technique of Newton's method [15, 16]. Since variational methods provide 
a powerful tool for the study of nonlinear operators [18], it seems reasonable 
to attempt to extend results of the linear case to nonlinear gradient 
mappings; therefore this paper attempts to describe the role of collective 
compactness in the study of approximate minimization of functionals. 
In Section 2, we define the notion of collective compactness and 
characterize it by a property that is a natural extension of the well-known 
characterization for a single compact mapping [17, 18]. In Section 3 
we examine the nature of families of functionals whose gradients form a 
collectively compact set; these results are used in Section 4 to study the 
problem of approximately minimizing functionals by using approximations 
to the functional. Section 5 specializes these results to the case of general 
eigenvalue-eigenvector problems. 
2. Collectively compact sets of nonlinear operators 
For notational convenience, we introduce the following concepts. 
Let E 1 and E2 be two Banach spaces, DC E1. 
Definition 1. N(D, E 2 ) = {B; B is a continuous map from D (with 
the relative topology given by the norm topology of E1) into E2 (with 
the norm topology)}. 
Definition 2. L(D,E2)={B; BeN(D,E2), B linear}. 
Definition 3. Let fCN(D,E2), f={J";IXeA}. f is collectively 
compact on D if and only if, for every bounded subset B of D, 
"eA 
is precompact (equivalently, totally bounded) in E2. 
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Clearly, if/ is CO, then any J e /is compact in the standard sense. 1) 
It is well known [16, 17] that J e N(D, E2) is compact if and only if for 
every bounded subset B and D and for every 
e>O J!lJ'eN(D,E2), 311J'(x)-J(x)li<e VxeB and 3 J'(B) 
is finite dimensional. This result has the following extension for collective 
compactness. 
Theorem l. Let /={J,.;aeA} be a family of operators from D 
into E2. Then / C N(D, E2) and /is CO if and only if for every bounded 
subset B of D and for every e>O J!l/' ={J~; fX e A} C N(B, E2) satisfying: 
1) VfXeA, VxeB, IIJ~(x)-J,.(x) II <;e, 2) /'(B) is a bounded subset of 
a finite dimensional subspace F of E2, where F depends one and B. 
Proof: Given a bounded subset B of D, suppose that for every 
e>O a/' exists satisfying 1) and 2). Since /'(B) is a bounded subset 
of a finite dimensional subspace of E2, it is totally bounded. By (1), for 
every e>O, /'(B) is a totally bounded e-net for /(B); hence /(B) is 
itself totally bounded. Therefore/ is CO and quite clearly/ C N(D, E2). 
Now suppose that/ C N(D, E2) is CO, and let the bounded set Band 
e > 0 be given; we construct /' by the following standard argument 
[13, 17]. Given e>O J!l y1, ... , Yn e /(B) 3 JT x e Band fX e A J!l Yt, 1 .;;;i <;n, 
311J,.(x)-Ytll <;e. Define the following map Ton /(B): if ye/(B), 
for i=1, ... n let ,ut{y)=e-IIY-Ytll if IIY-Ytll<:e, ,ttt(Y)=O otherwise, 
" " and let T(y) = ('l,,ut(y)y,)/('2, ,ttt(Y)). ClearlyT e N(/(B), E2), and T(/(B)) 
i=l i=l 
is of at most dimension n. Also, clearly lly-T(y) ll<e Vy e /(B). Define 
/' = {J~; (X e A, J:=TJ,.}. Then 
/' c N(B, E2), IIJ: (x) -J,. (x) II= IIT(J,. (x)) -J,. (x) II< e, 
and /'(B) is a bounded subset of a finite dimensional subspace of E2. 
Q.E.D. 
The above theorem characterizes collectively compact sets of continuous 
mappings. It is important to observe that if/ C L(B, E2), the constructed 
/' C N(B, E2) but /' ¢ L(B, E2); the existence of /' C L(B, E2) is in 
general unknown. 
3. Collectively compact sets of gradient maps 
Let f be a real valued functional defined on E1, i.e. let f map E1 into !Jlt. 
If leE1* and heE1, we may write l(h)=(l,h). 
Definition 4. The mapping J = Vf from E1 into E1*=L(E1, !Jlt) is 
the gradient of f if and only if for each x e E1 and Vh e E1, f(x +h)= 
1) Hereafter we write 00 for collectively compact and supress mention of D, 
E1, Ea, unless ambiguity arises. 
19 Series A 
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llhll---0 
w(x, h) 0 Th f t• I I · JlhJI = . e unc wna IS = l(x) + (J(x), h) +w(x, h), where lim 
called the potential of J. 
The above definition is equivalent to saying that I is Frechet-differen-
tiable at x; this implies that I is norm-continuous at x [19, p. 35-43]. 
Gradient mappings are important in the study of equations such as 
J(x)=O or J(x)=.A.x since the solution to such equations can be related to 
extremum properties of I in many cases [19, p. 73-121]; properties 
guaranteeing the attainment of extrema by I are usually related to 
continuity of I from the weak-bounded topology, a condition which is 
strongly related to compactness of the gradient mapping as E. RoTHE 
has shown [17]. We shall next investigate what collective compactness of 
the gradient mappings implies about the potentials. 
Theorem 2. Let /={J"';J"'= VI"',!XeA}CN(EI,EI*) beOOonE1. 
Then ~ = {I"'; !X e A} is equicontinuous on bounded convex sets from the 
weak topology; i.e., if B is a bounded convex set then V e>O there exists 
a weak neighborhood W of the origin such that x1 e B, x2 e B, x1-x2 e W 
implies ll"'(xi)-I"'(x2)1 <;eV!XeA. 
Proof: Let the bounded convex set Ba!!x!!<KVxeB, and e>O 
be given; let ei =min (i, 2~) . With this e1 construct the mapping T and 
/' = {J: = T J IX; !X e A} given in the proof of Theorem 1 ; the elements 
y~, ... Yn are bounded linear functionals on E1. Let 
W ={he E1; jy,(h)j <;e1, 1 .;;;i.;;;n}. 
For x e B 
I<JIX(x), h)j < I<Jtx(x) -TJtx(x), h)j + j(TJIX(x), h)j 
Thus 
.. .. 
< 2K •e1 +I ! ,Ui (J tx(x))Yt (h)j/( L ,U« (J"'(x))) < 2K •e1 +ei <;e. 
i-1 i-1 
XIeB,x2eB,x1-X2e W implies IIIX(xi)-IIX(x2)1< 
1 f I<J"'(XI +t(x2-x1)), X2-x1)jdt.;;;e. Q.E.D. 
0 
Theorem 3. Let/ ={J"'; J"'= VIIX, !X e A} C N(E~, E1*) be 00 on E1. 
Then on each bounded convex set B, for every e > 0 [[[ linear functionals 
yl,···Yn3IY«(h)j.;;;ef2Jihll and XeB, x+heB imply ll"'(x+h)-ltx(x)j<eJihJI. 
Proof: Given Band e, Construct y1, ... Yn as in the proof of Theorem 2 
only with ei=e/2. If IYt(h)i <;e/2 JlhJI, then as before I<JIX(x), h)j <;e JlhJI 
and the theorem follows easily. Q.E.D. 
We can state a partial converse to Theorem 3; first we state the following 
lemma proved by RoTHE [17]. 
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Lemma. Let E be a Hilbert space, jj1, ... Yn e E, y1, ... Yno linearly 
~ ~ 
independent. Then {f[zl ... Zn0 , ZJ= _2 aikYk, 3 Vh e E, P(h) == h- _2zi(YJ, h) 
k-1 k=l 
satisfies i!P(h)ll<llhl!, (yJ, P(h))=O, j=l, ... no, ... n. 
Theorem 4. Let E be a Hilbert space and let ff={l,.;aeA}, 
f ={J,.;J,.= Vla}CN(E,E). Suppose that for each bounded convex set B 
and Ve>O{f[yl. ···YneE*=EflxeB, x+heB, and !yi(h)!<ef2!!hll, 
l<;;i<;;n, implies !la(x+h)-l,.(x)!<s llhll Va. Then f is 00 on E. 
Proof: Let B be bounded and convex, and let s > 0 be given. Construct 
the y1, ... Yn given by the assumptions. If !Yt(h)! <;;s/2 llhll, then 
!yi(Ah)! <;;s/2 IIAhll V real A. 
Then s IIAhll>!l,.(x+Ah)-l,.(x)! =!(J"'(x), Ah)+wa(x, Ah)!. 
Dividing by A and letting A tend to zero yields 
!<Ja(x), h)! <s llhll if !Yi(h)! <;;ef2llhll· 
Now construct P and Z1, ... Zn0 from the lemma and define 
/' = {J~; J~= (I -P)*J"'' a e A}. 
Since Yi(P(h))=O for all h, certainly !yi(P(h))! <;;ef211P(h)ll, so 
!<J"'(x), P(h))! < e IIP(h)ll V h. 
Therefore, 
Vh, l<J"'(x) -=--J:(x), h)!= !<P*J"'(x), h)!= !<Ja(x), P(h))! <;;s IIP(h)ll <ellhll, 
and hence IIJ"'(x)-J:(x)ll<s. Moreover, f'(B) is a subspace of the space 
n, 
spanned by YI. ... Yno since J~(x)= .2 (Ja(x), Zk)yk; hence we have 
k=l 
constructed a /' C N(E, E) satisfying l) and 2) of Theorem l, sufficient 
conditions to guarantee f being 00. Q.E.D. 
Equicontinuous families of functions have many useful properties; we 
shall now exploit some of these properties for the study of variational 
problems. Although some of the following theorems rely only on a set of 
functionals being weakly equicontinuous, the reader should realize that 
this condition generally would occur because of the set of gradient maps 
being 00. 
4. Approximate minimization with 00 differences 
We shall concern ourselves with the following problem. We are given 
a functional I on a Banach space E along with a sequence of approximating 
functionals In; we wish to find an x extremizing I by dealing with the 
functionals In· In particular, we shall concern ourselves with the problem 
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of minimizing I, in which case it is appropriate 1) to assume that E is a 
reflexive space and that I is a weakly lower semi-continuous functional 
(hereafter to be called a WLS functional), that is, Xn-+ x(W) 2) implies 
l(x) < lim inf l(xn). From this point on, E is assumed to be reflexive, i.e. 
(E*)*=E. 
Theorem 5. Let I and In, n= l, ... be WLS functionals such that 
In (x) -+ l(x) V x s B, a weakly compact subset of E, and such that {In- I} 
is a weakly equicontinuous family on B. For each n let Xn s B be such 
that ln(Xn)<infln(x)+sn, where sn>O converges to zero. Then every 
B 
weak limit point x' of {xn} minimizes I on B. 
Proof: Since {ln-1} converges to zero pointwise and is an equi-
continuous family with respect to the weak topology, {In -I} converges 
uniformly to zero on the weakly compact set B. Let x' be any weak limit 
point of {xn}, so Xn1 -+ x' (W), and let xo minimize I on B(xo exists since I 
is WLS and B is weakly compact [19, p. 78]). Then l(xo)=limlnAxo)> 
lim sup [/n1(Xn1)-sn1]>lim inf lns(Xn1)=1im inf [f(xn1)+(/n1(Xn1)-l(xn1))], 
which, by the mentioned uniform convergence, equals lim inf l(xn1) > 
> l(x') > l(xo). Therefore lim lns(Xn1) = l(xo) = l(x'). Q.E.D. 
Corollary l. Let I and In, n= l, ... be WLS functionals such that 
In-+ I pointwise on a weakly compact set B. Let vi=J and vln=Jn 
be such that {J -Jn} C N(E, E*) is 00 on E. Then the conclusion of 
Theorem 5 follows. 
Proof: Since B is weakly compact, it is bounded, and so also is its 
convex hull c(B); by Theorem 2, {f-In} is equicontinuous on c(B) and 
hence on B. The remainder follows by Theorem 5. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions of either Theorem 5 or Cor-
ollary l, if I has a unique minimizing point xo, then the sequence {xn} 
converges to it weakly. 
Corollary 3. Let I, In, n=l, ... be WLS functionals such that In-+ I 
pointwise in E and {I- In} is weakly equicontinuous on E. Let I satisfy 
a t-property at xo, i.e., [f[t>03[ix-xoll>t implies l(x)>l(xo). Let 
B={x; llx-xoll<t}. Then there exist points x' and Xn in the norm interior 
of B minimizing I and In Vn over E; all weak limit points of {xn}, at 
least one of which exists, are interior to B and minimize I on E. 
Proof: As noted in the proof of Theorem 5, In -+I uniformly on B 
since B is weakly compact; therefore it follows that each In satisfies the 
same t-property so the rest follows easily. Q.E.D. 
1) More generally we could assume that fil a Banach space E1 a E =E1 *, and 
then speak of weak* topology, but the generality is of little importance. 
2) Hereafter the following notation is used: Xn -+ x( W) and Xn -+ x(N) mean 
{xn} converges to x weakly and in norm, respectively. 
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Corollary 4. If, in addition to the assumptions of Corollary 3, 
J = Vf and J n = Vfn exist, then J(x') = 0 and J n (xn) = 0. 
Corollary 5. Let E be a Hilbert space, and let 
f(x)= 11~12 +p(x), fn(x)= 11~12 +Pn(x) 
where Pn and p are weakly continuous functionals with G = V p, Gn = V Pn 
being 3 {Gn} is GO and G is compact; furthermore, assume that f satisfies a 
t-property at xo. Then the points Xn minimizing fn in E exist and any 
weak limit point x' is a norm limit point and x' minimizes f in E. 
Proof: 11~112 is WLS [17, p. 424], so the assumptions of Corollary 4 
are valid. Let Xn1 --+x'(W). We have VfnAXn1)=0=Xn1 +Gn1(xn1)= 
x' +G(x'). Since {Gn1} is 00, {i[ a further subsequence 3 Gn1,(xn1,)--+ y(N). 
Since GniXn;)--+ G(x') (TV), we have y=G(x') and all norm convergent 
subsequences of Gn1(xn1) converge to G(x'), so the entire sequence does. 
But Gn1(xn1) = -Xn; and G(x') = -x'. Q.E.D. 
One application of the original Theorem 5 is interesting in itself and 
is therefore stated separately. 
Proposition 1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5 hold where the 
functionals fn are replaced by /h, h a real parameter. For each real h > 0, 
let there exist another Banach space Eh and mappings Ph: Eh--+E, 
rh: E --+Eft. Suppose that we have the "consistency condition" [11, 12] 
/h (phrhx)- f(x) tends to zero with h for each x. For each h let x' h minimize 
/h(PkXk) as a function of Xk over Eft. Then {phx'h} has at least one weak 
limit point and all such points minimize f over B. 
Proof: Let xo minimize f over B. Let Wft minimize/hover B. Then 
/h (wh) < /h (phx' h) <Jh (phrhxo) and /h (wh) --+ f(xo) and /h (phrhxo) --+ f(xo), so 
/h(PkX'k)--+ f(xo), which implies that /h(PkX 1k) <,inf /h(x) +t:h, 
B 
eft= /h (phx' h)- /h (wh) --+ 0. 
The rest follows from Theorem 9. Q.E.D. 
This is essentially a result concerning descretization methods; for 
examples of the objects E, Eh, ph, rh, the reader is referred to [11, 12]. 
5. Approximate solution of eigenvalue-eigenvector problems 
Just as the result of Theorem 5 was used in Corollary 4 to discuss 
solutions of the equation J(x) = 0, it can also be used to analyze general 
eigenvalue problems. Recall that if f(x) and g(x) are Frechet differentiable 
functions with gradientsJ and K respectively, IIK(x)JJ>O for g(x)=O, and 
x' is a relative minimum of f(x) in B = {x; g(x) > 0}, then J(x') = J.K(x'), 
where A=O if x' is interior to B [19, p. 96]. 
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Theorem 6. Let I, g, and In, n =I, ... be TVLS functionals with 
gradients J, K, J n 8 N(E, E*). Assume that {J -J n} is 00 on E and 
Jn(x) ->-J(x) (N)Vx in Be={x; g(x)<;c)}; let lim l(x) = +=, and 
llxll~oo 
IIJ(x)II>0Vx8Bc,IIK(x)II>0Vx3g(x)=c. For all n, Xn minimizing In 
on Be exists. There exists at least one weak limit point of {xn}, and any 
weak limit point x' is such that J(x') =AK(x'), A i= 0. 
Proof: Let xo 8 Be; {[[R>O 311xii>R implies l(x)>l(xo). Let 
SR={x; llxii<R}, Be,R=Be()SR. 
Since Be is weakly closed and SR is weakly compact, Be,R is weakly 
compact. Hence by Theorem 5 the Xn exist and have the desired properties; 
we need only show that if Xn1 --+ x' (TV) then J(x') = AK(x'), A i= 0. By 
Theorem 5, x' minimizes I on Be,R; since l!xll ;;.R implies l(x) > l(xo), llx'll <R. 
Since IIJ(x)ll i= 0 in Be,R, x' must lie on the boundary of Be,R and hence 
on the boundary of Be; therefore J(x') =).K(x'), ). i= 0. Q.E.D. 
Corollary I. Assume in addition to Theorem 6 that g(x) is such 
that Xn--+ x' (TV) and g(xn)--+ g(x') imply that Xn--+ x' (N). Then all 
weak limit points of {xn} are in fact norm limit points. 
Proof: Let Xn1 --+ x' (TV); we need only show g(xn1)--+ g(x'). 
c =g(x') <;lim inf g(xn1) <;lim sup g(xn1) <;c implies c =lim g(xn1) =g(x'). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark: Suppose that Be is uniformly convex, that is, 
V 8 >0 {[[b>O gllzll<:b, 
II d B . l h x+1J B Th 'f B d llx-y ;>e an x,y8 e 1mpy t at2 +ze c· en 1 Xne e an 
x' e Be and Xn--+ x' (TV) while llxn-x' ll>e>O Vn, there exists b>O 311zll<b 
implies Xn; x' + z s Be; by the weak closedness of Be, this implies 
x' + z s Be V z 3 liz !I< b > 0, and hence x' is an interior point of Be. This 
result, stated in [I4], proves that if Be is uniformly convex, then the 
weak limit points of the sequence {xn} of the preceding theory are in 
fact norm limit points. Be will be uniformly convex if g(x) is, say, uniformly 
quasi-convex and satisfies a Lipschitz condition in Be; uniform quasi-
convexity here means that g(x;y) <;max {g(x), g(y)}-o(llx-yl!), where 
o(t) is a non-negative real valued monotonic function vanishing only at 
t=O. 
Thus far we have not been able to state whether or not the Xn are such 
that Jn(xn)=AnK(xn) with Ani= 0; we can answer this question under 
further assumptions. 
Corollary 2. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem I6 and its 
Corollary I, assume that { J-J n} is equicontinuous in the norm topology 
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at fixed points on Be, i.e., x' e Be implies that V e {f[~ 311x-x'll<~ implies 
IIJ(x)-Jn(x)-J(x')+Jn(x')ll<e Vn. Then for sufficiently large n all Xn 
are such that Jn(Xn)=AnK(xn) with An =I= 0; if Xn1 --+x'(W) where 
J(x')=AK(x'), then An1 --+ A. 
Proof: Since {fn-1} is weakly equicontinuous and pointwise con-
vergent to zero on Be,R, it is uniformly convergent. Hence, for large n, 
fn(x) > fn(Xo) for llxll =R, so Xn satisfies llxnii<R; therefore, Jn(xn) =AnK(xn), 
where An may be zero. Suppose An equals zero infinitely often. Then we 
may extract a subsequence of the associated {xn} 3 Xn1 --+ x' (W) and 
hence Xn1 --+ x' (N) by Corollary 1 to Theorem 6. Thus for large ni, given e, 
IIJ(xn1)-JniXn1)-J(x')+Jnix')ll<e. Since Jn1(x') and J(xn1) converge in 
norm to J(x'), also must J ns(Xn;) by the last inequality; since J n1(xn1) = 0 
we must have J(x') = 0, a contradiction. Thus only finitely many An= 0. 
Let Xn1 --+x'(W) (and hence in norm); Jn;(Xn1)=An1K(xn1). K(xn1)--+ 
K(x') (N) which implies that {f[ y e E 3 for large ni, (K(xn1), y) =I= 0. 
Then 
We close now by showing that two of the widely studied [19, p. 89-121] 
functionals g(x) satisfy the assumptions of the preceding work. 
Proposition 2. Let E be a Hilbert space and let P1 be a self-
adjoint projection onto a finite dimensional subspace H1 of E, P2 the 
projection onto the orthogonal complement H2; for x e E, let g1(x) = 
IIP2xll2 -11P1xll2, g2(x) = llxll2. If Xn--+ x' (W) and g, (xn) --+ g, (x') for either 
i= 1 or i=2, then Xn--+ x' (N); also gt(x) is WLS. 
Proof: The result for g2(x) = llxll2 is well known; one observes merely 
that llx-xnll2= llxll2+ llxnll2-2(x, Xn)· For g1(x), since Xn--+ x' (W), llxnll 
is bounded, and so therefore is IIP1(xn)ll; since H1 is finite dimensional and 
Pl(xn)--+ P1(x')(W), we must have Pl(xn)--+ P1(x')(N). Also 
P2(Xn)--+ P2(x')(W) and IIP2(Xn)II2-IIP1(Xn)ll2 --+ IIP2(x')II2-IIP1(x')ll2 so 
IIP2(Xn)II--+IIP2(x')ll which, by the result for g2(x), implies P2(xn)--+P2(x')(N); 
however, x'-xn=P1(x'-xn)+P2(x'-xn). To prove that g1 is WLS, 
note that if Xn --+ x' (W), then g1(x') = IIP2(x')II2-IIP1(x')l!2 = IIP2(x')ll2-
lim IIP1(Xn)ll2<lim inf IIP2(Xn)ll2-lim IIP1(Xn)ll2=lim inf gl(Xn). Q.E.D. 
Corollary 1. Let E be a Hilbert space and let j, fn, n= 1, ... be 
WLS functionals with gradients J, J n e N(E, E*). Assume that {J -J n} 
is CO on E and norm equicontinuous at each point x' of E, and 
that J n(x) --+ J(x)(N) V x e E. Let lim f(x) = + oo and assume either 
lla:ll->-00 
1) IIJ(x)II>O for all x with llxll<c>O or 2) IIJ(x)II>O for all x satisfying 
IIP2(x)ll2 -IIP1(x)ll2 < 0 where P1 is a self-adjoint finite dimensional pro-
jection and P2 is the orthogonal complement projection. Then for all n 
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there exists Xn minimizing In on {x; llxl!<c} in case I) and on 
{x; I!PI(x)II2-IIP2(x)ll2 >c} 
for any positive c in case 2), the sequence {xn} has at least one weak limit 
point x', and all weak limit points are in fact norm limit points minimizing 
I on the same space. For large n, Jn(Xn)=AnXn in case I) and Jn(Xn)= 
=An(P1(xn) -P2(xn)) in case 2). If XnJ--+ x' (W) then An1 --+ A. =I= 0 and 
J(x')=A.x' or J(x')=A.(P1(x')-P2(x')). 
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